
BIBLE PHONICS PLUS
Tablet User Manual



Thank you for purchasing Bible Phonics Plus.
This manual is designed to show you how to use the tablet and access 
the many apps and features.
The Bible Phonics tablet contains over 40 different apps with songs, 
lessons, games and storybooks.
This tablet features the Android 4.4 OS (KitKat).
To access the Google Play Store, you will need to sign in with your 
Gmail account.
If you don’t have a Gmail account, you can create one when you open 
Google Play. Follow the on screen instructions to create your Gmail 
account. Please note that an internet connection is required.
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Let’s take a look at your tablet:
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STARTUP AND SHUTDOWN
To power on the tablet, press and hold the power button for 5 seconds 
until you see the Bible Phonics Plus icon appear on a white background.

The tablet will start up and display the lock screen.

Swipe the lock icon to the right to unlock the tablet to display the main 
interface.
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To shutdown the tablet, press and hold the power button for 2 
seconds, this will open a small dialogue window. Choose ‘Power off ’ 
and press ‘ok’ in the following dialogue window.

To reboot the tablet, press and hold the power button for 2 seconds, 
this will open a small dialogue window. Choose ‘Reboot’ and press 
‘ok’ in the following dialogue window.

This tablet features a sleep mode. Simply tap the power button and 
the screen will go blank. Tap the power button again to bring the 
screen back on.
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To save power consumption, the screen has been set to go into sleep 
mode after 1 minute of inactivity. You can change this in the display 
section of your tablet’s settings.

This is the home screen of your tablet:
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INTERNET CONNECTIVITY
This tablet can connect to wireless hotspot through its wireless connection. 
To connect to any wireless hotspot, first enable your wireless adapter by 
going into ‘Settings’ and press on the ‘Wi-Fi’ option.

On the top right, toggle the button that reads ‘OFF’ to ‘ON’ position. The 
wireless adapter will switch on and scan for any nearby wireless hotspots 
to connect to.

Once you have found your wireless hotspot, select it, enter your password 
using the virtual keyboard that pops up. Press ‘DONE’ on the keyboard 
and then press ‘OK’.
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KIDS PLACE AND PARENTAL CONTROL APP

The Kids Place Parental Control app is an app launcher with parental 
controls & child lock that restricts kids to apps you have approved. Kids 
Place Parental Control app also prevents children from downloading new 
apps, making phone calls, texting or performing other actions that can 
cost you money.
You can use the App to restrict YouTube videos content, website content 
and even pictures and music. Timers can be set as well to allow your child 
to use the tablet and apps for a set time period of your choosing.  Any of 
these functions and more can be modified in Settings. Please note that 
an Internet Connection is needed to activate certain restriction plugins. 
All the apps on this tablet can be launched from the Kids Place Parental 
Control app.
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Press the Kids Place Parental Control App icon to launch it. From 
there, the Bible Phonics Suite of Apps will be displayed for you to 
choose.

If you want to exit the Kids place parental app, just press 

‘EXIT’ located on the top right hand corner of the 
screen. This will bring up a small window asking for a 
4-digit pin to exit the app.

By default, the pin is 0000.
This pin is required when entering settings, making changes and 
even exiting the app.
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Bible Phonics Plus seeks to assist in the development of reading for children 
ages 2 to 8.

It is ideal to use this program in conjunction with a Bible version that is easy to 
understand by children.

Enjoy learning and reading while learning God’s Word with Bible Phonics Plus.

STEP 1 – Open your box and familiarize yourself with the content.

STEP 2 – Identify what your child needs to learn based on what you child can 
and cannot read.  This can also be determined by your child’s age.  You are free 

to customize the program to meet your child’s needs and accommodate the pace 
of your child.  

STEP 3 – Use all components of each level to assist your child in the reading 
process.

STEP 4 – Have fun!

BIBLE PHONICS PLUS
APP User Manual
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LEVEL 1 Components

1. Ready to Read abc Workbook
2. Ready to Read abc Alphabet App
3. abc Alphabet Praise/Worship Songs App
4. App Book – God Wondrous Creation
5. App Book – The 10 Commandments
6. App Book – Sight Words Level 1
7. Flashcards

It is recommended to teach one sound at a time.  Let’s start with ă, begin with the 
sound of the letter ensuring that your child can see the letter shape and say its sound.  

Once the child knows the sound, introduce him/her to the corresponding apps - Ready 
to Read abc Alphabet and the abc Alphabet Praise/Worship Song that compliments 
the letter.  Continue until all sounds and their corresponding letters are taught until 

mastery.
Allot time for developing visual acuity and listening skills.  In order to achieve this, 

use the app books God’s Wondrous Creation and The 10 Commandments.  God’s 
Wondrous Creation is a colorful sensory enriched book revealing God’s greatness in 
His marvelous creations and used simple language to teach each day’s events.  The 10 
Commandments gives an insight into the laws God gave to the children of Israel and 

gives practical ways in which your child can apply them in his or her daily lives. 
As you read with your child point to sight words contained in the sentences.  Many 
of these sight words can be found in Sight Word Level 1 app book.  After each day’s 
reading choose one sight word to teach your child using the ‘whole-word’ approach.  

Identify a space on a designated wall to construct a ‘wall of words’ to build your child’s 
mental lexicon.

Word cards or Flashcards accompany this extensive reading tool.  Follow the guide-
lines to teach skill building at the various levels.
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How to use Flash Cards
Flashcard activities, as the cards are used in various sequences, are great ways to build 
memory.  These activities encourage repetition and anticipation.  They allow for learn-

ers to quickly make the symbol/sound connection that is so necessary in reading.

At Level 1 Stage 1
Choose a specific time of the day and make this exercise a fun routine.  Choose three 
or four flash cards from the pile to begin.  The learner is shown a card and only the 
sound of the letter is produced by the instructor.  The instructor directs the learner 

to reproduce the sound.  The instructor turns the card over and says the name of the 
object stressing the initial (first) sound.  The learner then produces the name of the 
object.  The sequence is repeated with the next card.  When three or four cards are 

finished use those cards again until the learner is able to produce the sound and the 
name of the object, unaided.  Continue presenting the learner with a few flash cards 

over a period of time until the learner can accurately produce all the language sounds 
without the help of an instructor.

At Level 1 Stage 2
Choose three or four flash cards from the pile to begin.  The learner is shown a card 
and the sound and name of the letter are produced by the instructor.  The instructor 
directs the learner to reproduce the letter sound and name.  The instructor turns the 
card over and waits for the learner to provide the name of the object.  The sequence 
is repeated with the next card.  When the selected cards are finished, use those cards 
again until the learner is able to produce the name and sound of each letter unaided.  
Continue presenting the learner with a few flash cards over a period of time, until the 
learner can accurately name all the letters and produce their sounds without the help 
of an instructor.  This activity can also be done as a peer learning activity, where two 

children at the same academic level can work together.

LEVEL 2 Components

1. Ready to Read abc Workbook
2. Vowel Glue Workbook
3. CVC Short Vowel App
4. Reading Book – Samson
5. Reading Book – Peter
6. Reading Book – Jonah
7. Reading Book – Elisha
8. Reading Book – Night of the Last Supper
9. App Book – Sight Words Level 2
10. App Book – Frequently Used Words Level 1
11. App Book – Our Savor is Born
12. App Book – The Shepherd King
13. App Book – Moses the Exodus
14. Flashcards

Providing that your child has attained mastery of the sounds and names of the letters of the alphabet, he 
or she can now proceed to put consonants and the short vowels together to form words.  Let’s start with 

short vowel ă, the Ready to Read abc and the Vowel Glue aeiou Workbooks will take the child on the 
exploration of short vowel ă and its corresponding word families.  Ensure your child has mastered the 

vowel and word family taught for that particular day before proceeding further.   
The CVC Short Vowel App together with the five (5) short vowel Reading Books can be used to reinforce 

and/or evaluate the child’s mastery of each short vowel sound and CVC words.  As the books are read, 
give the child the opportunity to identify the short vowels highlighted in each book.  What does CVC 

mean?  These words are made up of Consonant-Vowel-Consonant words like ‘mat’ or ‘pen’.
Ensure that time is allocated for the development of visual acuity and listening skills.  Use the sensory 
enriched App Books – Moses the Exodus, The Shepherd King, Our Savor is Born to assist with these 

skills.
In order to assist your child with their word knowledge, use the Sight Word Level 2 and Frequently Used 

Words app books.  Continue to build the ‘wall of words’ with the sight word selected for that day.
Follow the guidelines provided to assist the child in building CVC words using the flashcards.  
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LEVEL 3 Components

1. Long Vowel Workbook
2. Long Vowel App
3. R-controlled App
4. Reading Book – The Shepherd King
5. Reading Book – Our Savor is Born
6. App Book – Sight Words Level 3
7. App Book – Frequently Used Words Level 2
8. App Book – Samson
9. App Book – Peter
10. App Book – Jonah
11. App Book – Elisha
12. App Book – Night of the Last Supper
13. Flashcards

At this point, the child should have mastered
the sounds and names of the letters, as well as, the short vowel sounds and CVC words.  Level 3

introduces the child to the long vowel sounds.  Use the Long Vowel Workbook to teach the long vowels, 
as well as, the r-controlled vowels.  The Long Vowel and R-controlled apps compliment and extend the 
child’s experience with the long vowels and its sounds.  Ensure that your child has mastered each skill 

before moving forward.
Let’s start with the long vowel ā, use the Long Vowel Workbook to teach the long vowel ā combination, 
that is, /ai/ /a_e/ /ay/.  The Long Vowel app that accompanies the Workbook serve to reinforce and/or 

evaluate the learning of the particular skill taught.  Continue until the child is competent in producing 
each long vowel sound.

The Shepherd King Reading Book features the long vowels, as well as, the r-controlled vowels.  As the 
child reads the book, he or she should be able to identify the long vowels and r-controlled vowels fea-

tured in the book.
Use the colorful, sensory enriched App Books - Samson, Peter, Jonah, Elisha and Night of the

Last Supper to develop their visual acuity and listening skills.
Use the Sight Words Level 3 and Frequently Used Words Level 2 App Book to continue to build the 

child’s word lexicon.

How to use Flash Cards for Level 3 
The child should be able to use the cards independently and construct words on his/her own. 
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How to use Flash Cards

Level 2 Stage 1
The learner is taught to phonemically spell the words of the objects at the back of the 
flashcard.  The instructor chooses a few cards with monosyllabic (one syllable) words.  
The instructor will provide the sounds with the word shown and assist the learner to 

produce the sounds independently for example /a/ /n/ /t/ ant.  (Please give the sounds 
flowing into each other and not completely separated from each other.)  When the 

learner can complete this activity on his/her own he/she is encouraged to remember 
the sound combination as well as the symbol combination of the word.  The instructor 

will move on to two-syllable and three-syllable words at a later stage using the same 
process.

Level 2 Stage 2
The instructor will provide the child with a few cards faced on their letter or symbol 
side only.  The learner will be taught how to use the cards to construct other words.  

The instructor can first start by using words families such as ‘at’, ‘an’ and ‘am’ with the 
consonants that can be used in the initial position.  The learner will choose additional 
letters independently for example b-a-t.  The learner will make three letter combina-
tions at first.  The instructor will move on to more difficult words as the learner pro-

gresses.

LEVEL 4 Components 
1. Blends and Digraphs Workbook
2. Beginning Blends App
3. Ending Blends App
4. Consonant Digraphs & Silent Letters App
5. Reading Book – Moses the Exodus
6. App Book – Frequently Used Words Level 3
7. App Book – Frequently Used Words Level 4
8. App Book – Samson
9. App Book – Peter
10. App Book – Jonah
11. App Book – Elisha
12. App Book – Night of the Last Supper
13. Flashcards

Providing that your child has attained mastery of this of the previous levels, he or she can then 
be introduced to consonant digraphs and blends.  

Use the Blends and Digraphs Workbook to assist the child in learning and mastering these 
concepts.  Once the child has mastered each sound, introduce him or her to the corresponding 

apps – Beginning Blends, Ending Blends and Consonant Digraphs and Silent Letters.
As the child reads the Reading Book – Moses the Exodus, he or she should be able to identify 

the blends and digraphs he or she has learned.
Use the colorful, sensory enriched App Books - Samson, Peter, Jonah, Elisha and Night of the 

Last Supper to develop their visual acuity and listening skills.
Highlight words form the Frequently Used Words Level 3 and 4 App Books to build the child 

word knowledge.  

How to use Flash Cards
Level 4 

The child should be able to use the cards independently and construct words on his/her own.
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BIBLE PHONICS PLUS SERVICE CENTER INFORMATION
16819 107th Avenue,

Jamaica, Queens,
New York

11433

SALES & SERVICE:
TOLL FREE 1-888-980-9507 (USA & CANADA)

1-718-709-9917 (INTERNATIONAL)

EMAIL:
sales@biblephonicsplus.com

I.T:
shallene.bpp@gmail.com
anitam.bpp@gmail.com

WEBSITE:
www.biblephonicsplus.com

Facebook: Bible Phonics Plus
YouTube: Bible Phonics Plus
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